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                  [image: Abstract paintings are one of my favorite things to create! I love that by abandoning a strict form and structure that I am able to dive deeper into exploring color, texture, and movement in the piece. By focusing on intuitive washes of color and exp]
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                  [image: Meet &ldquo;Lea&rdquo;. This one-of-a-kind 8 x 10 inch original painting is for sale in the shop. Head to the shop to see all &ldquo;The Girls&rdquo; (there are sticker versions too!).]
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                  [image: Brand new in the shop! I just added this hand-stitched mini rainbow embroidery piece to the shop. It comes with a delicate gold ribbon so that you can hang it as an ornament, or simply remove the ribbon and hang it on a finishing nail or prop it up o]
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                  [image: Brighten up your home with a floral bouquet that will never die! Each floral bouquet watercolor painting is a one-of-a-kind original piece painted by hand.   - 9 x 12 inches - Watercolor paint on durable, heavy paper - Painting can be displayed verti]
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                  [image: - 4 x 6 inch greeting card featuring my original digital artwork. - Inside of the card is blank. - White envelope included.  - Every design was drawn by hand on the iPad using the Apple Pencil. See the full collection in the shop!]
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